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Abstract
The abstract should summarize the most important context, content and conclusions of the
paper in less than 300 words. It should not contain any reference citations, methodological
details or displayed equations. Special symbols are not allowed in the abstract. Use 10pt
Times New Roman font for abstract text; 12pt bold Times New Roman font for abstract
heading. Abstract text is left- and right-justified, 5.5 inches width with the fixed line
spacing of 0.17 inches.
Up to five keywords should be provided in the keyword section following the abstract, of
which at least two do not appear in the title.
Keywords: Keyword1, Keyword1, Keyword2, Keyword3, Keyword4, Keyword5.

1. Paper Title and Author List
Each significant word in the manuscript title should be capitalized. Use 14pt bold Times
New Roman font for the title. The distance from the title to the top of the page is 1.5
inches. The title should not exceed 20 words, but has to be informative to the readers.
Abbreviations must be excluded from the title, except from widely recognized ones. Special
symbols are not allowed in the title. Leave 0.12” of extra space after the title.
Maximum number of authors allowed is twenty. Use 12pt bold Times New Roman font
for author name; 10pt italic Times New Roman font for institution and address. Only
corresponding author has to provide contact information such as e-mail address, telephone
and fax numbers.

2. Introduction
Authors need briefly provide background information about purpose of the study, its significance and importance, and also its relationship to the works of other research groups in
the field.
The introduction should not be longer than 600 words. Use 11pt Times New Roman
font for Introduction text; 12pt bold Times New Roman font for Introduction heading.
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3. Materials and Methods
The Materials and Methods section should provide the short description of the main materials and methods used in the work by authors. This information has to be sufficiently
complete and allow other research groups reproduce and repeat the experiments. Well
established and previously published protocols have to be referenced.
Use 11pt Times New Roman font for Materials and Methods text; 12pt bold Times New
Roman font for Materials and Methods heading.

4. Results and Discussion
This section should present the results of the experiments, their interpretation and relation
to the main idea of the study and to the already published works in the field. Also, authors
should provide information about implementation of results, potentially new directions for
research and conclusions. Authors have to avoid self repetition and copyediting in the text
relatively to the abstract and introduction sections.
Equations. Number equations consequently using Arabic numbers (0, 1, 2, , 9). Put
equation numbers in parentheses and flush with the right margin, as in (1). Punctuate
equations with commas or periods when they are parts of a sentence, as here:
Ki = IC50 /(1 + [S]0 /Km )

(1)

Figures and Tables, as well as figure legends has to be placed in an appropriate parts
of the text and position at the top and bottom of pages and should be assembled into final
form (as they will appear in paper). In the figure containing several panels each panel
should be labeled as: A, B, C and D. Authors don’t need to send figures and tables as
separate files additionally to the main text.
Table captions should be placed above the tables and centered. Leave 0.10” space
before and after the table caption.
Table 1: Table 1. Example table. Use 9pt Times New Roman font for table captions.
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Use 11pt Times New Roman font for Results and Discussion text; 12pt bold Times New
Roman font for Results and Discussion heading.
Figure captions should be placed below figures and centered. Use 9pt Times New
Roman font for figure and table captions. Figure labels should be legible, about 11pt.
The quality of illustrations is of utmost importance. Authors are encouraged to use vector
formats for their graphics whenever possible. In the case if a raster format figure has been
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used, authors should use a proper resolution. The minimum resolution requirements
are 600 dpi for line art.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Example figure. Use 9pt Times New Roman font.

5. Custom services used in the work
Authors should provide the list of the custom services (if any), which were used in their
work, for example:
• Recombinant protein ABCDEF was produced in Abnova (Walnut, CA, USA)
• Oligos were synthesized in IDT Inc. (Coralville, IA, USA)
• DNA cloning, mutagenesis and sequencing of recombinant constructs were done in
Genewiz (South Plainfield, NJ, USA)
• Custom antibodies GHIJ were produced by AnaSpec Inc. (Fremont, CA, USA)
• Peptides synthesis was done by GeneScript USA Inc. (Piscataway, NJ, USA)
Use 11pt Times New Roman font for Custom services used in the work text; 12pt bold
Times New Roman font for Custom services used in the work heading.
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Use 11pt Times New Roman font for Acknowledgements text; 12pt bold Times New
Roman font for Acknowledgements heading.

About References
The number of references has to be reasonable and should not exceed 30. In the
text of submitted manuscript authors should number citations in square brackets by
number only: [1], the numbers have to be placed in order of their appearance in the
text; multiple citations have to be in common brackets: [1, 2]; use a hyphen for a
range: [1–3].
References should be organized in following manner: authors names, year of publication, title of article, volume number, and page numbers. If referenced paper is
accepted, but not published yet put in press instead of volume and page numbers.
Use PubMed stile for journal names abbreviations. DOI number (optional) is also
acceptable in addition to volume and page numbers.
Use 11pt Times New Roman font for References text; 12pt bold Times New Roman
font for References heading. Some examples are shown below:
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Supplemental materials
The Journal of Proteolysis Editorial Office strongly believes that it is meaningless
for the online journal to have supplemental material section separated from the main
manuscript. It means that all figures and tables have to be placed in appropriate
parts of the main body of manuscript, but not in supplemental file. Supplemental
information may include only extensive data/information that does not fit the regular
manuscript page size e.g., large tables, sequencing information, mass-spectrometry
data, microarray data analyses etc. The manuscripts containing inappropriate supplemental materials might be return to authors for correction, which can lead to delay
in the manuscript review/publication.
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